
T he lobby inside the West Loop office building used to be a picture of gloom. Dark 
        wood covered the walls around the elevators. The windows didn’t let in much natural 
light. A straight-lined reception desk offered visitors a frosty, strait-laced hello.

Now, the lobby of the CME Center office building looks more like an Apple store than 
a modernist mausoleum. It’s bright, transparent and (dare I say it?) hip. Curves are 
everywhere, especially in the undulating perimeter glass walls and light coves of the petal-
inspired ceiling.

The artfully remade entry exemplifies a trend that affects the daily routine of tens of 
thousands of Chicago office workers: Once stuffy, the lobby is letting its hair down after 
decades of serving as a stiff, formal entrance to the skyscraper.

The trend is making an impact on such major buildings as the Aon Center, The Franklin, the 
Citadel Center, One Prudential Plaza, and 123 N. Wacker Drive. And it will continue next 
year when Willis (originally Sears) Tower, the city’s tallest building, opens a five-story base, 
called Catalog after the old Sears catalog, that is billed as a retail, dining and “immersive-
entertainment experience.”

In some refashioned lobbies, office workers hang out on trendy furniture you might find at 
an Ikea. In others, huge video boards project constantly morphing, bright images that offer, 
depending on your perspective, a lively burst of color or visual pollution.
Turnstiles and other security features introduced after the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks 
have been moved to less prominent places in the remade lobbies, eliminating queues and 
allowing greater freedom of movement.

On the whole, the changes benefit tenants and the public, making lobbies more welcoming, 
more vital and easier to navigate. But in some cases, as those screeching video boards 
suggest, the shift is producing interiors that overdo the new at the expense of the old.

Top photos: The lobby of The Franklin, at 227 W. Monroe St. and 222 W. Adams St, is seen before (left) and after 
renovation. Bottom photos: The lobby of the CME Center, 30 and 10 S. Wacker Drive, is seen before (left) and 
after being remade. (Left photos: Krueck + Sexton Architects; right photos: Brian Cassella/Chicago Tribune
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Whatever the outcome, the forces driving the trend are the same: Building owners and 
managers are rushing to accommodate new work habits. They also need to make aging 
high-rises appeal to potential buyers, potential tenants and millennials who grew up with 
sleek Apple and Starbucks outlets — and who now make up an increasing share of the 
workforce.

No one wants to hear a tenant candidate say: “It looks like my grandfather’s building.”

As a result, design elements that once conveyed prestige (stone walls, dark woods and 
ornate decoration) are out. What’s in? Glass, light woods and sleek surfaces, for better and 
for worse.

To be sure, lobbies have been changing as long as there have been office buildings and 
owners eager to make a buck.

What’s different today is a rethinking of office building interiors, which offer more choices 
on how — and where — people spend their workday. Magnifying the impact of that change 
is a so-called amenities arms race that has building owners luring tenants with everything 
from outdoor decks to the remade lobbies, which serve as an extension of the workplace, 
not simply an introduction to it.

“The work environment today is one of flexibility,” said Robert Sevim, an office tenant 
broker for the Chicago office of Savills. A key task for the owners and managers of aging 
buildings, he added, is to give current tenants an “experiential reward,” so they aren’t lured 
away by new office buildings or collaborative co-working spaces.

How rewarding is that reward? It varies, as four recently remade lobbies show:

CME (Chicago Mercantile Exchange) Center, 30 and 10 S. Wacker Drive.

Best known for their work on Millennium Park’s Crown Fountain, Chicago’s Krueck + 
Sexton Architects have transformed a dull 1980s lobby by the original designers of the 
twin-towered complex, Fujikawa, Johnson & Associates of Chicago, into a visually and 
socially vibrant gateway.

“Before” and “after” photos reveal the impact of what essentially was a gut rehab. The 
curving glass walls, pushed closer to the perimeter than their predecessors, let in more 
natural light. The inner walls and the ceiling, which are made of Krion, a durable solid 
surface material like a kitchen countertop, form a continuous arc accentuated by precisely 
honed light scoops.

CME (Chicago Mercantile Exchange), 30 and 10 S. Wacker Drive. (Before image: Krueck + Sexton Architects. 
After image: Brian Cassella/Chicago Tribune



The old intimidating reception desk has been replaced by a ribbonlike desk of curving 
oak that’s as playful as it is inviting. Concrete structural columns are exposed, giving the 
lobby the look of an industrial loft. Lozenge-shaped oak tables, about 15 feet long, are 
filled with people working on their laptops and checking their smartphones.

Mark Sexton, a partner at Krueck + Sexton, calls the rationale behind transformation 
the three C’s: convenience, comfort and community. The overall design, especially the 
warmth of the wood seating, provides the community and comfort. The convenience is 
still to come.

Next year, the building’s New York-based owners, Tishman Speyer, plan to open a 
comparable lobby at 10 S. Wacker, the complex’s northern side, and a glassy arcade along 
Wacker that unites the lobbies. The arcade will create a new north-south pathway through 
the building, in effect replacing an internal concourse that has gotten far less pedestrian 
traffic since security features were beefed up after Sept. 11.

The new arrangement promises to be a boon to the public, activating the CME Center’s 
forbidding facade along Wacker and giving commuters heading to nearby train stations a 
choice, all-weather shortcut.

The Franklin, 227 W. Monroe St. and 222 W. Adams St. (Before image: Krueck + Sexton Architects.
After image: Brian Cassella/Chicago Tribune)

The Franklin, 227 W. Monroe St. and 222 W. Adams St.

The three C’s don’t always produce aesthetic A’s. That’s evident in Krueck + Sexton’s 
remake of the common spaces within The Franklin, a two-tower complex also owned by 
Tishman Speyer that opened in the late 1980s and early 1990s.

Here, in contrast to the CME Center, the architects were working within the constraints of 
an existing design rather than creating something almost entirely new. The result, now 3 
years old, is a grating hybrid of old and new.

The original ground-floor interior, designed by the building’s architects, Skidmore, 
Owings & Merrill of Chicago, was a richly detailed work of postmodernism, with a 
patterned stone wall, ornamental chandeliers and soaring ceilings. It was “a symphony in 
stone,” as the American Institute of Architects’ Guide to Chicago put it.

But that “symphony” felt off-key to prospective tenants who wanted something more 
modern-looking, Sexton said, so the architects tried to update the interior and honor its 
original aesthetic at the same time.



Aon Center, 200 E. Randolph St. (Before image: Provided. After image: Antonio Perez/Chicago Tribune)

In the Monroe Street lobby, for example, they inserted a simpler stone floor, along with 
backlit walls and a reception desk, and a large glass entry framed by a light box. In the 
concourse that links the Monroe and Adams lobbies, they provided new seating as well as 
a striking modern chandelier by artist Leo Villareal. It is now far easier to see all the way 
from one side of the concourse to the other, encouraging people to move through the space.

I respect what the architects did, but I don’t buy it. Here, the sleek abstraction of Apple 
store modernism neuters the decorative richness and dark grandeur of postmodernism. It’s 
as if the transparent, contemporary interior of the Michigan Avenue Apple store and the 
cathedral-like lobby of the neo-Gothic Tribune Tower had a love child.

This design works functionally, but a beautiful offspring, it’s not.

Aon Center, 200 E. Randolph St.

Befitting the former headquarters of Standard Oil of Indiana, the original lobby, designed by 
the 1973 building’s architect, Edward Durell Stone of New York, was palatial, a two-level 
affair with coffered ceilings and walls of white-gray marble. You waited there as if waiting 
to see a king.

The lobby became even more intimidating after the Sept. 11 attacks when turnstiles flanked 
by reception desks were installed just inside the north and south entries. Long lines would 
form at those desks, blocking the way of tenants on their way to the elevator banks.

Working for the Aon’s Center’s owner, New York-based 601W Cos., the Chicago office of 
Gensler has done a solid job of transforming the lobby. While the almost-complete project 
isn’t as visually spectacular as the CME Center, it effectively creates what Gensler principal 
Sheryl Schulze calls a “front porch atmosphere.”

Turnstiles were moved from the main lobby into adjoining elevator lobbies. A reception 
desk is now on the flanks. Comfortable sofas and chairs, with an appropriate, mid-20th-
century look, atttract lots of sitters. A monumental gridded chandelier, its steel painted to 
match the bronze and brass details of the original interior, reduces the impression of height, 
making the lobby a little less intimidating.

The lone rough spot consists of the video boards that the owners installed in the lobby. 
Erupting into wild, colorful patterns, they’re at odds with the regal, understated aesthetic 
of the original design. My least favorite pattern resembles a drug-induced dreamscape of 
swirling hot pink, red, yellow and blue. It would be good to tone down both the images and 
the sound emanating from the video boards.



Citadel Center, 131 S. Dearborn St.

Like homeowners redecorating their front hall before putting their house on the market, 
the owners of this Loop office tower have just remade their lobby. Its signature touch was 
a glitzy, gold-painted plaster replica of the famous Greek statue, the Winged Victory of 
Samothrace.

The replica has been demolished. No loss.

It “looked good but was not worth anything per the curators we talked to,” Mark C. 
Anderson, a general manager for Hines, one of the building’s owners, emailed me. 
Houston-based Hines and the New York-based investment firm of Angelo Gordon have 
put the tower up for sale.

In addition to the destroyed sculpture, a curving interior wall of red African wood is 
gone. In the original 2003 design by Spanish architect Ricardo Bofill, it joined with the 
cool, abstracted classicism of travertine marble walls on the lobby’s sides to create a rich 
material palette. But that kind of thing is out today — too dark, too formal.

In the lobby’s redesign by Gensler, the travertine remains and it harmonizes with 
oak panels and fins that have replaced the African wood. In addition, 950 handblown 
Bohemian glass bulbs hang from the ceiling. This delicate light sculpture, which suggests 
a cloud, offers delight not only to tenants but to passersby on Dearborn Street.

Less delightful, but more efficient, is the lobby’s new entry sequence: Four revolving 
doors admit tenants while one admits visitors, preventing security-related bottlenecks. 
Unfortunately, the designers said, there wasn’t enough room for furniture that would offer 
tenants and visitors a place to sit.

For the public, then, this is a “look, don’t touch” lobby. It falls short of the standard set by 
the CME Center. There, architects and clients are creating a ground-floor experience that 
effectively marries old and new, the private interests of the owner and the quality of the 
public realm.
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Citadel Center, 131 S. Dearborn St. (Before image: Wayne Cable. After image: Brian Cassella/Chicago


